Imprint / Provider Identification

The following provides mandatory data concerning the provider of this website, obligations with regard to data protection, as well as other important legal references involving the Internet site www.laszlogboros.com. The site is originated from academic, translational and clinical research at the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) Department of Pediatrics, the Los Angeles Biomedical Research Institutes (LABIOMED) and the Clinical and Translational Science Institute at UCLA. The site provides scientific and educational interpretations of peer reviewed, published original contributions in medicinal biochemistry and physiology related to Deutenomics. The site serves as the core educational facility partially funded under Los Angeles Biomedical Research Institute’s educational project 2002790000 to Laszlo G. Boros. Related course topics may also be announced by the Office of Educational Opportunities (OEO) at LABIOMED and UCLA. Such scientific and translational interpretations may publically be also viewed in published and/or archived formats at MedlinePlus, which is an online information service, produced by the United States National Library of Medicine, among other search engines involving the medical literature. Views and data interpretations are solely that of Laszlo G. Boros and do not necessarily reflect those of the Food and Drug Administration, LABIOMED, UCLA or any other academic and Government institution elsewhere. The statements on www.laszlogboros.com have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration and none of the products and/or services, including announcements, verbal statements during scientific consultations and teaching sessions are intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. No statements, written or verbal, released in connection with services offered by www.laszlogboros.com replace, alter or modify advice provided by licensed care providers, whose recommendations should guide all treatments initiated or established by licensed medical and/or practitioner personnel.

Provider

The provider of this Internet site within the legal meaning of the term is the registered associations 1) Los Angeles Biomedical Research Institute (LABIOMED) and 2) the Clinical and Translational Science Institute at UCLA.

Address

The Los Angeles Biomedical Research Institute (LA BioMed) at the Harbor-UCLA Medical Center 1124 W Carson St, Torrance, CA 90502, USA; Internet: www.labiomed.org
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Register of Associated Entitie(s)

The Department of Pediatrics at the Harbor-UCLA Medical Center and the Los Angeles Biomedical Research Institute, Torrance, CA 90502 USA

Representatives

The Los Angeles Biomedical Research Institute and Department of Pediatrics are represented by their supervising legal team members, which, in turn, are represented for educational affairs by their managing faculty executives including scientific advisor Dr. Laszlo G. Boros in medical biochemistry and Deutenomics.

Value Added Tax Identification Number

The value added tax identification number of SIDMAP, where LGB is an academic advisor, is ID # 20-0987481 (USA).

Editors

Responsible editor(s) for the contents of the website laszlogboros.com of the Los Angeles Biomedical Research Institute is:

Prof. Dr. Laszlo G. Boros
Department of Pediatrics (Endocrinology & Metabolism)
University of California Los Angeles, Harbor-UCLA Medical Center
Torrance, CA 90502, U.S.A.

Telephone/message (preferred): +1.310.592.4452
Electronic mail: boros@labiomed.org

https://labiomed.org/laszlo-boros-md
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Liability for Contents of Online Information

As the provider of contents, Laszlo G. Boros, the Los Angeles Biomedical Research Institute, its affiliates as named above and successors shall be responsible for any contents which it makes available for use in accordance with general legal provisions. Laszlo G. Boros, The Los Angeles Biomedical Research Institute, its affiliates as named above, make every effort to provide timely and accurate information on this Web site. Nevertheless, errors and inaccuracies cannot be completely ruled out. Therefore, the above entities do not assume any liability for the relevance, accuracy, completeness, timeliness or quality of the information provided. LABIOMED and/or its affiliates as named above shall not be liable for damages of a tangible or intangible nature caused directly or indirectly through the use or failure to use the information offered and/or through the use of faulty or incomplete information unless it is verifiably culpable of intent or gross negligence. The same shall apply to any downloadable software or feature(s) available free of charge. Laszlo G. Boros, the Los Angeles Biomedical Research Institute at the Harbor UCLA Medical Center with all affiliations reserve the right to modify, supplement, or delete any or all of the information offered on this Internet site, or to temporarily or permanently cease publication thereof without prior and separate notification. The contents posted on this site are for educational purposes in order to serve the academic/scientific and translational medical areas as well as communities with interests in Deutenomics, and it is not offered or designed to alter medical procedures and treatments, or to replace the advice of medical professionals under any circumstance.

Data Handling and Storage

Www.laszlogboros.com and its owner (LGB) do not store and/or keep raw or electronic or hard copies of data, in any form, after delivery of services. Data deliveries may include expert analyses, interpretations, conclusions or applications of data components using the stable isotope targeted tracer fate association (TTFA), targeted deuterium fate association (TDFA) and isobolomics/deutenomics platforms. Service orders submitted for processing certify that the requester is familiar with all disclaimers and legal documents associated with www.laszlogboros.com by downloading, reading and fully understanding those by Client(s).

Links to Internet Sites of Third Parties

This Internet site may include links to external pages. These external links are designated as follows: The respective provider shall be responsible for the contents of any linked external pages. In establishing the initial link, Laszlo G. Boros has, LABIOMED, SIDMAP and UCLA may have reviewed the respective external content in order to determine whether such link entailed possible civil or criminal responsibility. However, a constant review of linked external pages is unreasonable without concrete
reason to believe that a violation of the law may be involved. If LABIOMED, SIDMAP and/or UCLA determine such, or it is pointed out by others that an external offer to which it is connected via a link entails civil or criminal responsibility, then the above entities will immediately eliminate any link to this offer. The above entities expressly dissociate themselves from such contents.

Copyright

The layout, graphics employed and any other contents on this Internet site are protected by copyright law.

© Laszlo G. Boros. All rights reserved.
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